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 Vaccine Nation 
We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but 

against the rulers of the darkness of this 
world, against wickedness in high places.

Ephesians 6:12 

A MERICANS WERE STRUCK WITH 
an unusual and devastating malady in early 
2020: a debilitating, rapidly-spreading 
illness that spared neither the sick nor the 
healthy, and one which threatened to turn 
the proverbial ‘Land of the Free’ into ‘The 
Land of the Mindlessly Compliant’, and 
‘The Home of the Brave’ into the ‘Home of 
the Perpetually Frightened.’
   This strange, crippling disease was 
assigned many names, but ‘Covid-19’ or 
‘SARS-CoV-2’ were not among them. 
   Some psychologists called it mass forma-
tion psychosis—a scientific term for mass 
hysteria, a condition first documented in the 
‘dancing manias’ of the late Middle Ages. 

   

   Often accompanied respiratory problems, 
outbursts of uncontrollable howling, and the 
casting of obscene gestures (symptoms all 
common to the new disease as well), the 
cause of these periodic episodes of terpsi-
chorean fixation still puzzle scientists today.
   In the case of the most recent outbreak—
quite likely the most widespread case of 
mass hysteria in human history—the object 
of obsession wasn’t disco or hip-hop, but
a disease that proved deadly to less than one 
out of 1, 000 people, almost exclusively the 
extremely elderly and those with an average 
of four ‘co-morbidities.’ (In other words, 
people with one foot already in the grave.)
   Infection rates were greatly exaggerated 
by a discredited test that resulted in abundant 
false positives, as well as by perverse 
financial incentives that encouraged doctors 
and hospitals to label victims of shootings 
and auto accidents as pandemic victims.



   Symptoms of the mass hysteria included 
global lockdowns, a fanatical worship of 
face masks, a new phenomenon labelled 
‘social distancing’, and most alarming of 
all, an irrational compulsion to have oneself 
repeatedly injected with an insufficiently 
tested, hastily approved, and markedly 
ineffective and dangerous non-vaccine.
(Technically, these medications weren’t 
vaccines at all, at least not until the official 
definition was changed to accommodate 
experimental mRNA gene therapies.)
   Any knowledge that several inexpensive, 
effective, off-label drugs were available to 
treat the virus was ignored or censored, 
because given recognition, the Emergency 
Use Authorization (or EUA) granted to the 
non-vaccines would have been disallowed.   
   Ominously, numerous peer reviewed 
studies soon began appearing, strongly 
suggesting that not only were the new non-
vaccines ineffective at stopping the spread 
of the mysterious virus, but that they were 
in fact making the pandemic immeasurably 
worse—both by creating in their subjects a 
false sense of security and by providing a 
fertile breeding ground for new, more 
virulent and deadly mutations of the virus.
   Even more alarming, evidence began 
mounting that the mechanism through 
which the non-vaccines worked—the 
production of so-called ‘spike’ proteins—
was damaging the immune systems of the 
inoculated, making them more susceptible 
to otherwise relatively benign viral assaults.
   Despite insurance companies reporting a 
massive unexplained spike in death rates 
due to blood clotting, heart inflammation, 
and other conditions previously unrelated to 
the virus—along with other mounting 
evidence that the program was a complete 
failure—the ‘vax mania’ continued unabated.

   The initial emphasis on vaccinating the 
sick and elderly soon extended to the middle-
aged and healthy, the young and robust, and 
finally, children and even newborn infants
—segments of the population for which the 
virus posed virtually no risk whatsoever. 
   The Center for Disease Control’s VAERS 
system, which registers adverse events to 
the non-vaccines, had reached some 20,000 
deaths by early 2022, with under-reporting 
caused by doctors’ time constraints and the 
website’s notoriously poor design suggesting 
the actual total was 10 to 100 times greater. 
   As selfish ‘vaccine hesitants’ were clinging 
to outmoded concepts of personal freedom, 
bodily autonomy, and ridiculous notions of 
‘natural immunity’ (proven to be 27 times 
more effective than the non-vaccines)—and 
in return facing relentless insults, social 
shunning, and outright coercion—rumors 
spread of virtual ‘concentration camps’ set 
up to isolate dissenting troublemakers.
   It might be enlightening here to examine 
some of the factors known to contribute to 
the spread of mass formation psychosis. 
Among these are false rumors (check), extra-
ordinary fear or anxiety (check), social and 
political pressure (check), and perhaps most 
insidious and effective of all: reinforcing 
actions by authority figures (double-check).
   At the peak of the hysteria, the CEO of one 
major provider of the non-vaccines informed 
the World Economic Forum that his company 
was expanding its manufacturing capacity 
to produce as many as six billion doses 
annually—an amount sufficient to vaccinate 
the entire U.S. population 18 times over.
   As the useless non-vaccines were swiftly 
becoming the most profitable drugs in 
history, executives in the boardrooms of the 
few select companies which produced them 
were surely dancing with maniacal joy.  ◾


